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Although no final decision has yet been ~ak~n, it i. likely 

that the Assembly will be dissolved in the near fu~ure 8hd certainly 

before the Summer recess. ?he oecision has been widely trailed; 

but i~ is possible that when it is officially announced - or when 

the dissolution comes into effect - there may be some protest 

action froJrl Unionist members of the AsseMbly. This could take 

the for~ of a refusal to "recognise the deciSion and ao atte~pt 

to 90 on usin9 the Assembly premises AS a platform to criticise 

H:K<; cnd the Anglo-Irish "9Teement. In that case, I aS5UIRe that ""e 

should request. those concerned to leave the building; and, if t.hey 

refuse, we should look to the RUC to re.ove th~ by force if 
necessary. 

2. I shou~d be grateful if you would discuss this possibility 

with the kUC on a ,contingency basis. If such ~~ operQtion ~ad 

to be carried out we should want it to be done A& quickly and 

cleanly as possible, especially if it hAd to be perfonned in front 

of television cameras. We could not afford the sort of delay which 

I understand occurred when the relephone Exchange was taken over 

on 15 May and the RUC had to refer up the line for authority to 

take action. 

l. In this connect.ion we need to clear up the confusion Which 

arose on 15 Hay over whether contact with the RUC should be through 

LOB or DOE. I M) not $ur~ \o.ilether you have been able to 50rt this 

out with the NI Departments~ but if it would be helpful for me to 

hold a meeting, please let me knowa 
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